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Abstract
The ability to guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) is one of the key issues in the creation of a telecommunication
system. In this paper, we deal with some aspects of providing QoS in wired cum wireless communication environment,
focusing on the speciﬁc feature of guaranteeing session continuity when the wireless networks, to which a mobile terminal connects to, are also heterogeneous. The terms that deﬁne what QoS is should, in this case, be reviewed in order
to account also for all aspects related to user mobility inside such an environment. In this paper, such a new framework
for the representation of QoS is proposed. Moreover, a wireless mobility test case is also presented. This is based on
appropriate middleware we implemented, which allows a mobile terminal to experience real wireless IP mobility while
moving on a large spatial scale between diﬀerent sites, scattered over a metropolitan area.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The telecommunications market has shown a
positive trend in the last few years. New services,
tools, cultural and production opportunities and
legislative awareness have all produced growth in
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the ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) sector, providing new possibilities towards an ever more digital lifestyle.
One of the most attractive features is the convergence of voice and data networks, the multimedia services and the wireless communication
systems based on the Internet. However, this latter
was originally designed to support best eﬀort
applications which only required reliability in
communications. To this end, a transport protocol was used for handling occasional loss and corruption of data packets. Other communication
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qualities and guarantees, like timeliness, were considered to be of less or negligible importance, and
so a best-eﬀort service model suﬃces. But now, the
advent of multimedia services and the convergence
of circuit-switched and packet-switched networks
in IP-based infrastructures, has asked for the provision of real-time services on the Internet and for
the implementation of network mechanisms supporting QoS objectives on a terminal-to-terminal
basis [1].
QoS is related to the performance of the communication environment, which is characterized
by quantitative measurement criteria in terms of
subjective and objective user satisfaction [2]. There
are no dedicated resources provided in traditional
Internetworking data transport, which are largely
packet switched, that allow for highly ﬂexible and
eﬃcient data transport. The degree of resource
sharing and multiplexing implies best-eﬀort quality
over a timely delivery of service, meaning that,
there is no timeliness guarantee. Highly utilized
networking and processing resources, which are
desirable from a service providerÕs point of view,
may result in QoS deterioration. Generally, two
types of countermeasures can be taken: the provision of dedicated resources or adaptation of applications. Beginning with the Intserv and Diﬀserv
models [3–5] and resource reservation protocol
(RSVP) [6–9], many QoS control mechanisms and
good theories for the maintenance and evaluation
of QoS were developed and proposed by the scientiﬁc community; just as many books about the
architectural, analytical and practical aspects were
written [10]. Standardization bodies have faced the
problem of deﬁning performance metrics, QoS
classes that must be taken into consideration, techniques to measure indicated performance and endto-end signalling [11].
The result is that today in a wired communication environment based on the Internet Protocol,
QoS can be supported by the techniques of resource reservation and those that allow the support of traﬃc priority [10]. However, the
designers of the Internet Protocol implicitly assumed that users were stationary and did not take
user mobility into account.
In a mobile communication environment, users
wish to access the information they want at any gi-

ven moment irrespective of their location. Furthermore, mobile computer users wish to access all the
services available on the Internet, including multimedia services, with the same quality of access
available in a wired environment—as though these
services were provided by a desktop computer.
Probably, in the near future mobile terminals will
be equipped with interfaces that support multiple
radio access technologies and that are, therefore,
capable of operating in a communication environment that is heterogeneous [12]. So, one of the
most exciting challenges will be the provision of
services with QoS guarantees to mobile users connected to the Internet anytime, anywhere, with
anybody/anything.
In a mobile wireless communication environment the problem of guaranteeing QoS to users
or applications is more complex than in a wired
communication environment. As is well known,
with respect to a wired communication environment, the wireless channel is usually characterized
by a lower bandwidth and a greater packet loss
rate. In addition, the QoS provided by the wireless network, both in terms of throughput and
packet loss rate, may change abruptly over time
due to geographic impairments (e.g., physical
obstructions) meteorological conditions, and so
on. Also, the mobile user may move between cells
characterized by diﬀerent number of served users
and, hence, with diﬀerent available bandwidths.
Even if the mobile user temporarily stands
motionless the bandwidth available to it may
vary as a consequence of the mobility of other
users. Moreover, because of user mobility, rerouting of data packets may be necessary, and consequently, a possible variation of resources even in
the wired part of the connection may occur. If the
user moves between wireless networks with diﬀerent access protocols, the protocol architecture
must be capable of supporting sudden and sometimes abrupt variations in the characteristics of
the connection in order to maintain the
communication.
The task of providing consistent end-to-end
QoS is even more complex when the end-to-end
path of an IP session crosses multiple administrative domains. This is the case of third-generation
(3G) wireless infrastructures, like UMTS, which
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already adopt IP in the core network, and claim to
guarantee QoS in both the access and core network [15]. Actually, appropriate mappings of
QoS service attributes into policy rules, and a common framework for applying policy-based QoS
control, have to be introduced to support end-toend QoS in these systems [12–15]. In this paper
we speciﬁcally focus our attention on the goal of
seamlessly supporting uninterrupted connectivity
to user applications while moving across multiple,
possibly overlapping, heterogeneous wireless access systems, which is actually one of the most
interesting problems and, at the same time, one
of the key issues for QoS metric deﬁnition in a global communication environment. Moreover, from
the usersÕ point of view, session continuity is one of
the fundamental parameters by which QoS is evaluated. From the service providersÕ point of view, it
is one of the basic parameters on which resource
reservation, rerouting, and other optimizations of
the resource path may be carried out.
The main facets of the QoS problem are brieﬂy
represented in a layered general scheme. This
scheme was designed taking into account the heterogeneous nature of the networks that a mobile
user may cross as he travels. Moreover, a case
study is presented which relates to the support of
session continuity inside a wireless mobility framework, made up of wireless islands in the diﬀerent
university campus sites in Catania, which are interconnected using a broadband ﬁber optic network
extended over a wide metropolitan area. Such a
framework allows a mobile terminal equipped with
a PDA device, for example, to experiment with
real wireless IP mobility while moving on a large
spatial scale, by means of middleware that takes
advantage of the three main wireless technologies:
Bluetooth, WiFi and GPRS.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
the communication reference scenario is presented. In Section 3 a brief overview of the problem of supporting session continuity, and how to
overcome it, is given. In Section 4 the proposed
model for representation of QoS is presented.
Some details and numerical results about the
test performed in the case study are given in
Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we drawn our
conclusions.
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2. Reference scenario
In this paper we take as reference scenario a
communication system made up of a wired broadband network interconnecting two or more types
of wireless access networks (GPRS, WiFi, Bluetooth). Each wireless network is subdivided into
diﬀerent administration domains. In this scenario,
a mobile user accesses the wired network through
a wireless access point. Keeping in mind the need
for mobility, mobile users have at their disposal
mobile terminals (MTs), equipped with interfaces
that support multiple radio access technologies to
adequately adapt to a scenario that is heterogeneous. Some hosts (the Base Stations—BSs) act as a
radio access interface, thus allowing MTs located
in a cell to access the wired network. Cells from
any type of wireless system may partially overlap,
but we assume that even if a MT can exchange
control information with more than one BS from
each wireless system, being equipped with devices
to support multiple radio access technologies, it
only exchanges user information with one BS at
a time. We assume that the area in which the
MT moves is covered by at least one wireless network, depending on a radio electrical coverage
structure organized in micro and macro cells.
Fig. 1 illustrates the example network scenario:
three types of wireless networks (in the example given, Bluetooth, WiFi and GPRS) cover some areas

Fig. 1. Reference scenario.
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of interest: each of the wireless networks is connected to a wired backbone based on IP, and the
BSs of each type of network cover a diﬀerent area,
in such a way that an MT in any position can decide, depending on the appropriate strategy, to
which BS do connect.
The aim in the depicted heterogeneous environment is to provide global seamless service coverage
to a speciﬁc area, allowing access to the service
independent of location. In the assumed scenario
an MT can carry out diﬀerent types of handovers
and in particular:
• Intrasystem Handover. In this case, the MT
passes from one wireless system cell to another
cell in the same system. The access points are
part of the same administration domain.
• Intersystem Handover. In this case, the MT
passes from one wireless system cell to another
cell in the same system. In this case the access
points are part of diﬀerent administration
domains.
• Heterogeneous System Handover. In this case,
the MT passes from a wireless system cell to a
cell in a diﬀerent wireless system.
The problem of session continuity is completely
diﬀerent in each of the three cases. In the ﬁrst case,
the mechanisms that allow us to keep the session
open are usually intrinsically present in the link
layer. In the case of the intersystem handover,
the homogeneous nature of the wireless network
allows us to eﬃciently use network layer solutions
such as Mobile IP (MIP) to maintain session
continuity.
The most interesting case, with regard to global
mobility on a large scale, is that of heterogeneous
system handover. To carry out such a handover
the following are necessary:
• Bilateral Protocol Mechanisms supporting the
communication between two equivalent logic
entities that are part of the systems involved
in the handover. LetÕs call these entities Gateways. In particular, we will deﬁne as Home
Gateway, the gateway of the system of origin,
and Foreign Gateway, the one of the network
to which the user migrates.

• Support for the transport of ﬂows to/from the two
domains. Traﬃc ﬂows originated by mobile terminals inside, i.e., the foreign WiFi environment need to be routed through the GPRS
environment toward the Home Gateway or
the Internet destination host. Therefore, appropriate support for interoperable routing of IP
ﬂows across heterogeneous networks must be
provided.
Currently, the most viable solution is tunnelling, in that it preserves the IP context, thus
keeping the session active. Obviously, the whole
handover procedure has to guarantee that certain parameters (delay, throughput, etc.) must
be fulﬁlled, therefore a set of QoS metrics will
have to be deﬁned. If MT moves out of coverage and enters into a cell from another wireless
system, it would be necessary to use a tunnel
between the Home Gateway and the Foreign
Gateway. In this way, if the IP session is ongoing, we are able to maintain it without any
interruption in the service. Fig. 2 shows where
the Gateways are located in the assumed reference scenario.
We also assume that the handover between the
diﬀerent wireless systems can be carried out on
the base of the perceived QoS itself. A MT can,
i.e., decide to carry out a heterogeneous system
handover to maintain the established level of

Fig. 2. Reference scenario: gateways and tunnelling between
gateways.
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QoS, even if the user has not left the area of coverage of the original wireless system. Therefore,
it has not registered a session interruption, but
has experienced a deterioration in service.

3. An overview on ‘‘session continuity’’
On the Internet, today, there is a certain degree
of mobility. A user can move from one site to another and has essentially connectivity and the same
set of Web services available everywhere. This is
generally referred to as ‘‘nomadicity’’ [16]. Unfortunately with nomadic mobility, users have to shut
down all application sessions and restart them
when they connect at the new point of attachment
to the network.
For many users of the Internet this type of
mobility suﬃces, but wireless data networks bring
the potential for an enhanced mobility experience.
With the proliferation of IP-based mobile devices,
like PDAs, cell phone and laptops, the wireless
usersÕ biggest desire, now, is to be able to remain
connected to the Internet or to their enterprise network at all times and in all places. There are a
large number of IP access networks that support
wireless mobility of terminal hosts; for example,
wireless Personal Area Networks (PAN) and Local
Area Networks (LANs), cellular Metropolitan
Area Networks (MANs) and satellite and cellular
Wide Area Networks (WANs). Nevertheless, if
compared, all these wireless IP access technologies
show very diverse technical characteristics (bandwidth, delay, bit error rate, bit energy consumption, coverage/availability, [17]), and require very
diverse hardware interfaces and software drivers
in order to work properly. In a large-scale network
environment, featuring seamless mobility, the user
should be allowed to roam freely between the different types of wireless access networks, with minimal (possibly zero) user intervention.
Thus, in order to implement such a mobile environment it is necessary to deal with some issues
both on the network-side and the terminal-side
of the network. The ﬁrst of which is the integration
of heterogeneous access networks. Today, it is not
feasible to assume we will ever come to an ideal
scenario where only one ‘‘perfect’’, globally
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spread, standard access network technology will
exist. This would be quite an easy scenario for
seamless mobility deployment. But, today, we instead see many wireless access techniques, with
their evolution or brand new, diﬀerent solutions
appearing and succeeding over time. Thus, having
some degree of interoperability between them is
the essential requirement that we need to cope with
at the network-side of a seamless mobile environment. This involves, as a minimum, agreement
on common naming and addressing schemes for
the following main entities: users, devices, and
services. Then, each access network can privately
implement its mapping of those entities into actual
physical users and network devices or locations
while still preserving the full environment features.
Also, a common inter-network-level information
unit format is needed, and in this case the IP
packet format is very most likely to be the one,
de-facto standard.
On the terminal-host side, a number of diverse
hardware interfaces are required: the more there
are, the richer the seamless mobility that may be
experienced by the ﬁnal user. Today, a modern mobile user can leverage from diverse overlapping
wireless access technologies over distinct spatial
scales [18], in order to always be on-line. Last,
but not least, operating system, integrated support
for multiple data link level interfaces, is deﬁnitely
required to really seamlessly implement large-scale
mobility of terminal hosts, featuring, i.e.: (1) ‘‘always best connected’’ traditional and vertical
inter-system handover management; (2) conﬁguration and user preferences of management tools;
and (3) OSI transport-to-network layer enhancements in order to multiplex IP data ﬂows to/from
multiple network interfaces that are likely to
change over time, dynamically.
To support these changes, there is a need to actively re-direct the IP ﬂows, while preserving their
context. Moving from the network up to the application layer, the IP ﬂow context includes but is not
limited to, security context, protocol information,
policy, QoS speciﬁcation, ﬂow endpoint identiﬁers,
congestion indication/management, header compression and accounting information.
The most common and simple example of
context is supplied by the two end points of a
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TCP-based application session (i.e., http browsing), that are the IP addresses and the transportlayer port numbers of each end point, which is a
tuple that uniquely identiﬁes that connection.
Any change in those identiﬁers tears down the connection and breaks the session continuity. When a
mobile terminal moves from one point of attachment (wired or wireless) to another, it is likely to
have at least one new IP address assigned. This
change in IP address will usually break any ongoing TCP session.
Moreover, the QoS requirements of a given session ﬂow could be very diﬀerent from application
to application (see Table 1), and may even be
incompatible with a given access network, or at
least require substantial trade-oﬀs in order to
adapt to the available resources. What is important to note here, is that we do not want to deal
with the IP ﬂow servicing problems that may occur
inside any speciﬁc network system, nor with the
technical details of its underlying access technology and QoS support implementation. We want
to take into account only the additional burden
that has to be introduced overall to seamlessly support mobility across heterogeneous systems, that
is, across systems relying on diﬀerent access technologies. For true mobility to be achieved it is extremely important that the user sees that the
application session persists without timing out because of a heterogeneous-system handover.
While the property known as ‘‘Session Continuity’’ [19,20] refers to mechanisms that ensure that
active transport or application layer sessions are
not broken due to mobility, seamless mobility is
achieved when the session continuity is maintained
even as the mobile device changes its point of
attachment or interface type. So, a mobile terminal
could be moving from a ﬁxed Ethernet 802.3 connection to an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (WLAN)

interface or into a wide-area cellular interface such
as GPRS or UMTS, without session interruption.
The solution to the seamless mobility problem
can be classiﬁed according to the OSI layer at
which it is implemented: at link layer, network
layer, application layer, or in all of them, with different impact on the involved networks and
terminals.
• Application layer mobility essentially conﬁnes the
burden of managing a mobile session and the
underlying changes of the IP context in the application layer, that is, inside the terminal hosts.
For example, FTP, which is commonly used
for downloading ﬁles, music or video, would
have to be enhanced to support mobility. As a
big advantage, this approach would require minimal intervention on the network side of the systems. On the other hand, all existing applications
would have to be rebuilt to support mobility. As
a consequence, such an approach is not considered a viable solution. Also, emerging applications (like ROAMIP or MSMessenger) tend to
rely on application-layer user identiﬁcation,
instead of terminals. In contrast to, i.e., Mobile
IP [21], these assume that mobile users have permanent identiﬁers that are not IP addresses. The
idea is to implement user mobility alone, without
necessarily overlapping it with terminal host
mobility. Mobile nodes dynamically obtain IP
address in each foreign network they visit, and
the binding between a mobile userÕs permanent
identiﬁer and its host actual IP address is stored
by a global location service that operates, also, at
the application layer. Thus, transparent network-layer mobility support is not needed to
locate users. These considerations motivate the
application layer approach supporters, in contrast to the network layer approach.

Table 1
QoS specs for the main classes of Internet applications
Class

Application

Bandwidth (b/s)

Delay bound (ms)

Loss rate

CBR
nrt-VBR
rt-VBR
UBR
ABR

Voice
Digital video
Video conference
File transfer
Web browsing

32k–2M
1M–10M
128k–6M
1M–10M
1M–10M

30–60
Large
40–90
Large
Large

10
10
10
10
10

2
6
3
8
8
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• Network layer mobility hides the changes in IP
address of network attachments from the upper
layers, so that applications are essentially unaware of mobility enhancements. This kind of
approach also simpliﬁes the problem of providing mobility to all already existing applications.
Actually, it requires just one upgrading of the
operating system on the terminal host, rather
than individually dealing with applications.
Nonetheless, it has a more dramatic impact on
the network side, where adequate (Home/Foreign Agent) support must be set up in the routers of each featured access LAN. Mobile IP is
currently the most acknowledged and deployed
IP mobility solution implemented at the network-layer. While it is considered to be a scalable approach in the context of the Internet, it
was originally designed to support IP mobility
across what once was a wired-only network
context.
This obsolescent aspect of its design leads to at
least a few big issues with respect to the implementation of the seamless mobility concept.
First of all, session continuity is not supported.
Actually, Mobile IP uses address translation to
ensure that mobile nodes are reachable via permanent IP addresses. Mobile IP, just as the
(wired) Internet paradigm itself, assumes that
IP addresses are unique identiﬁers for both the
terminal and its actual point of network attachment. As a consequence, changing network
location implies also sending explicit terminate
notiﬁcation to all active transport-layer connections. This, in turn, means that even the application sessions owning those transport
connections should be stopped and rescheduled
in the new host location (and, what is more, the
rescheduling is usually left up to the user). This
is clearly in contrast with our objective: in the
context of a wired cum wireless seamless and
mobile IP access network, being able to distinguish between hosts and host locations is an
essential requirement in order to preserve the
IP context of applications while moving from
one place to another. The IPv6 protocol natively supports this type of diﬀerentiation allowing for doubled address ﬁelds (source/
destination host and source/destination loca-
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tion) directly in the packet header, coupled with
adequate route processing algorithms in IPv6
routers. IPv6-based enhancements of the Mobile IP protocol for wired cum wireless networks, at least partly overcoming the above
issues, have already been proposed [22,23] but,
as of today, the IPv6 Internet backbone is still
far from being widely deployed.
In principle, approaching the IP mobility issue
from the network layer will always lead to solutions that are easily scalable but, at the same
time, not really suited to supporting high mobility rates. Actually, they will clearly tend to show
poor performance with respect to more federated/localized mobility management approaches, which better ﬁt the space locality of
a rapidly moving terminal host.
• At link layer mobility can be supported by
means of network interface drivers natively
handling terminal mobility. As an example,
IEEE 802.11 WLANs provide link-layer mobility: a device moving across an 802.11 access
point within the same distribution system is able
to maintain its sessions uninterrupted. Nevertheless, the very nature of this approach itself
conﬁnes its scalability inside one single-access
LAN. In addition, link layer mobility solutions
for seamless mobility across heterogeneous
access media would be extremely complex to
realize. Thus, we can conclude that this kind
of approach should be conveniently applied
only to homogeneous (single-access technology-based) network scenarios.
To summarize this brief comparison, to develop
and deploy a network layer based mobility solution may be generally considered the more viable
and convenient approach. Nevertheless, existing
network mobility protocols, like Mobile IP, have
to be enhanced in order to provide for the extra
requirements of a seamless, mobile, heterogeneous
but integrated, wired cum wireless environment.
From the ﬁnal user perspective, these include at
least:
• Application session continuity support in wired
cum wireless access contexts. Some work in this
direction has been recently proposed [22,24],
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but a lot more remains to be done to guarantee
application session persistence while performing
fast system handovers between heterogeneous
access networks (i.e., WiFi to/from GPRS).
• Seamless and smart inter-system handover management. The user should always be able to
attach to the most convenient local network
without any explicit intervention. The automated procedure should continuously optimize
for terminal energy consumption, user movement pattern, network topology (if known),
available access networks latencies, bandwidths,
medium reliability, QoS support, security policies and servicing tariﬀ plan.
• The session should be adapted to possibly diﬀerent network conditions. Network, transport
(and application) layer enhancements to support QoS-requiring ﬂows, possibly moving
across multiple, heterogeneous, IP network systems are needed. Agreement on a top-level QoS
deﬁnition is a fundamental step in order to
achieve this.

4. Quality of service
QoS can be deﬁned in many ways and can include various aspects and diﬀerent sets of service
requirements, such as performance, availability,
reliability and security. The parameters that describe QoS can be deﬁned in a deterministic or
stochastic way or through average values at suitable time intervals [10]. The meaning of QoS and its
parameters can take on a meaning signiﬁcantly different, depending on the point of view from which
you wish to evaluate it. Customers, service providers and telecommunication engineers all view QoS
in a diﬀerent way, using performance metrics to
evaluate QoS that might be diﬀerent from each
other.
In [25] a general model is presented. In this
model the notions of Intrinsic, Perceived and Assessed QoS is illustrated. Intrinsic QoS is strictly
determined by transport network design and the
provision of network access, termination and connection [25,26]. The approach used for deﬁning
QoS is similar to that used by IETF in the deﬁnition of QoS [7,27,28] and to the approach used by

ITU and ETSI for deﬁning the concept of Network Performance [29–32].
Perceived QoS takes into account how the service is perceived by the customer. It is a subjective
type of quality, and therefore can be deﬁned both
through technical and objective parameters, linked
to the parameters that represent the Intrinsic QoS
and through the usersÕ expectations of a speciﬁc
service. Apart from the technical aspects, linked
to the notion of Network Performance, the approach followed by the ITU and ETSI in the definition of QoS is fundamentally based on the
perception of the same by the user [29,31]. Completely diﬀerent, however, is the approach of the
IETF that, as already mentioned, treats the problem of QoS as an intrinsic QoS problem and absolutely pays no attention to perceived QoS.
The Assessed QoS represents a vision of perceived QoS viewed from a higher level than perceived QoS and depends on, unlike Perceived
QoS, various factors such as service price and client satisfaction with customer care [25]. Neither
ITU nor ETSI nor IETF deal with assessed QoS.
An overview of commonly used terminology related to quality of service in IP networks and a
comparison among the approaches used by IETF,
ITU and ETSI for deﬁning QoS is shown in [26].
In this paper, starting from [26], we introduce a
model that allows us to highlight the aspects of
QoS in a heterogeneous and wireless communication environment. Hence, the term QoS is used
with many meanings, ranging from the user perception of the service, to a set of connection
parameters necessary to achieve particular service
quality. Let us consider the layered structure for
the representation of QoS shown in Fig. 3.
The two lowest layers are the Basic Level and
the Multimedia Level. The Basic Level corresponds
with the layer of Intrinsic QoS in the general model proposed in [26], and identiﬁes the QoS parameters that must be considered in any type of
connection. These depend on technical aspects
and are determined by the type of transport network projected, from connection to termination.
QoS is expressed in terms of the bit rate of transferring user data available for the service or target
throughput that may be achieved, delay and delay
variation (jitter) experienced by user information
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Fig. 3. QoS model.

units while passing through the network and loss
rate of user information unit [26].
In wired networks it is possible to assume stationary users and low error rates, which are not
valid assumptions in the wireless/mobile environments. Thus, it is not feasible to apply the same
solutions in order to provide QoS guarantees,
since new obstacles have to be overcome.
Speciﬁcally:
Mobility: wireless users tend to move around,
triggering frequent handovers between adjacent
wireless cells. Optimizing the handover procedure
in order to provide seamless communication is
not an easy task, since resource availability may
vary from cell to cell, and even local QoS policies
may vary from one administrative domain to the
other.
Scarcity of resources: wireless links have much
lower bandwidth than wired links, due to physical
limitation of the wireless media, even though this
disparity is expected to be partly ﬁlled in the
future.
Unreliability: noise, multipath fading, shadowing, and interference render Wireless channels
much more unreliable than wired links. They are
also inherently prone to location-dependent,
time-varying, and bursty errors.
The Multimedia Level is the second layer in the
proposed model. This layer was introduced taking
into account the requirements of multimedia serv-
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ices and basically refers to media synchronization.
A multimedia stream is, actually, characterized by
multiple monomedia streams related to each other
by means of time, spatial or logical relationships
that can be altered when the information unit
crosses a network and that must be preserved
[33]. At this level, the QoS parameters are basically
linked to the skew occurring in the multimedia
stream, that is the diﬀerence between the instantaneous delays of information units belonging to two
diﬀerent monomedia streams that compose the
multimedia stream. As measurements of human
perception of the above parameters have shown
monomedia streams may appear to be ‘‘in synch’’
if jitter and skew are limited to appropriate values
[2], the QoS parameters can be expressed as restrictions on the statistic values assumed by skew.
The third level proposed is the Wireless Level.
This level was introduced to measure user mobility, or more speciﬁcally, to take into account the
fact that when a mobile terminal passes from one
cell to another the rerouting of the information
units may induce a sudden variation in the endto-end delays, and depending on the technique
used for the handover, a loss or duplication of
the information units that make up each monomedia stream. At this level, we assume that the MT
carries out the handover through the homogeneous systems and so, does not carry out a network
protocol change during the passage from one cell
to another. Therefore, the connectionÕs nominal
rate does not change. The QoS parameters can
be expressed in terms of the variation of average
delay during the passage from one cell to another
and in terms of the number of information units
that are lost or duplicated during the handover.
Also in this case, the QoS parameters can be expressed as restrictions on the statistic values [33].
The fourth level of the proposed architecture is
the Heterogeneous System Level. This takes into
account the fact that the handover can be carried
out by heterogeneous systems, in which the mobile
terminal has to carry out a change in network access protocol and a mechanism that guarantees
session continuity for it to be a seamless handover.
QoS, at this level, can be represented by two
parameters: the probability that the session will
not be maintained, and overhead in transmission
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due to the necessary signal to maintain the session.
The probability of a drop in the session depends
on the type of network access protocol and other
factors such as the speed of the MT, nominal rate
variation, and so on.
At the next level of the QoS model architecture
we ﬁnd the Application Level. This level takes into
account the speciﬁc characteristics of the service.
The parameters of QoS are linked to the application and are expressed in terms of the type of
end-to-end requirements. For example, in the case
of Web browsing, the QoS parameter is the response time, while in the case of VoIP services, it
is the end-to-end delay.
At the next level of the model shown in Fig. 3
we ﬁnd the Perceived QoS Level. This accounts
for how the user perceives the QoS in his experience using the service and is inﬂuenced by the customerÕs expectations in contrast to observed
service performance [26]. These expectations reﬂect how the service is supported, and performance in terms of operability, serviceability and
security of the service. It is comparable with its
namesake in the ITU and ETSI models.
At the highest level of the model is the Assessed
QoS Level. The Assessed QoS ‘‘starts to be seen
when the customer decides whether to continue
using the service or not’’ [25]. This depends on
the quality perceived by the user, pricing, initial
costs, return of investments, responses of customer
care, beneﬁts which depend on the service use in
economic terms as well as productive ones.
In the following section we will focus on a possible heterogeneous system level implementation of
the session continuity QoS feature in an experimental testbed. All low-level technical details directly related to implementing QoS to a speciﬁc
type of media access protocol are outside the scope
of this paper.

Fig. 4. Exemplary seamless mobility framework including
heterogeneous access systems.

wards this direction, we have implemented an
exemplary seamless mobility framework as shown
in Fig. 4.
The wireless mobility environment is composed
of WiFi wireless access domains spread inside our
University Campus network, Fig. 5, whose coverage ranges are much shorter than their separation
distances. Thus, WiFi access gaps could be experienced while moving inside the campus. The campus sites are interconnected by means of a
broadband ﬁber optic network backbone, deployed over a wide metropolitan area.
The implemented framework shows three heterogeneous types of wired/wireless access systems:

5. Test framework for mobile QoS
As already stated in Section 3, in order to provide session continuity features in a mixed-technologies wireless access environment, proper entities
and protocol enhancements must be introduced,
both in the network and the terminal. Moving to-

Fig. 5. Catania Universitary Campus Network.
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the WiFi access WLAN, the local GPRS access
system and the wired campus backbone. The
whole framework integrates the ﬁrst two access
systems by means of Gateways (GW), installed in
the WiFi network, and connecting the WLAN to
the wired Internet. Note that, appropriate IP gateways to/from the Internet are an essential part of
any GPRS network infrastructure. Also, note that
in order to allow for session continuity whether the
terminal on the Internet or inside the GPRS or
WiFi domain, proper mechanisms to preserve the
IP context have been developed and installed in
the mobile terminals, in the WiFi Gateways and
in the involved IP routers of our framework. In
particular, inter-system handover management
features have to be added to the userÕs terminal
system software and to the introduced WiFi Gateways. Both the Internet backbone and the GPRS
system implemented network level macro-mobility
with Mobile IP, while in the WiFi domain Cellular-IP-based micro-mobility has been enabled. As
a result, in the context of this framework a user
is allowed to experience mobility and session continuity to an extent directly proportional to how
many of the three required access interface types
are installed on his terminal. In our experience,
this framework has proved to be a ﬂexible and
easy way to enable terminal host mobility using
common technologies; thus it may be considered
as a reference case study to evaluate any perceived
QoS metric proposal across heterogeneous access
systems.
Every featured WLAN has a Gateway implementing the following basic functions:
1. authentication of terminal hosts; (i.e., based on
network interface MAC address) and initial
location registration;
2. locations and routes updating, i.e., by means of
paging mechanisms;
3. IP packets forwarding;
and also, these newly introduced features:
4. tunnelling toward terminal hosts located inside
the GPRS system;
5. signalling protocol to manage heterogeneous
system handover (also in the terminal host).
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The considered access technologies have very
diverse properties in terms of bandwidth, transmission media reliability, physical availability, cost,
and so on. A terminal, left outside the WLAN coverage range, would normally lose all its ongoing IP
connections, whereas in our framework this drawback is avoided. The Mobile Terminal (MT) system software is able to detect the loss of
connection and, in the present case study, automatically diverts all connections to the always-on
GPRS wireless access network. The Mobile Terminal is a Compaq iPAQ PDA with Linux 2.4.17.
The MT is provided with both an IEEE 802.11b
PCMCIA WiFi NIC card, and a Bluetooth (BT)
interface. The BT connects the PDA to a GPRS
mobile phone where, in turn, a properly conﬁgured
PPP connection tunnels through the GPRS access
network. Even though inter-system handovers are
performed in the shortest possible time, some
problems may still occur, i.e., in terms of loss or
duplication of packets, and temporary introduction of extra delays, as shown by our test results.
Tests on roaming functionality between WLANs
(intra-system) have not been carried out because,
in that case, our framework performs a Cellular
IP handover procedure, which has already been
evaluated in [34,35].
We investigated the impact of handovers on
constant bit rate UDP traﬃc ﬂows, generated
by a source host in a ﬁxed subnet and sent to
the MT. The packet rate was set to 25 pps
while the packet size was set to 100 bytes. Packet
losses and packet delays were measured during
handovers from WiFi to GPRS, and back. More
speciﬁcally, during our experiments the MT
cyclically performs the following sequence of actions:
1. The MT moves from WiFi to GPRS.
2. The MT remains in the GPRS domain for 7
seconds.
3. The MT moves from GPRS to WiFi.
4. The MT remains in the GPRS domain for 7
seconds.
We let the MT remain within a certain domain
for 7 seconds in order to reach the steady state before beginning a new handover procedure.
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5.1. Delay measurements
In Fig. 6 we show the delivery delay of UDP
packets, during handoﬀs from WiFi to GPRS
and vice versa. In this ﬁgure we highlighted the
four diﬀerent stages that the MT experiences.
Initially, the MT is located inside a WiFi domain, experiencing packet delays in the order of
2 ms. When the MT goes outside of WiFi radio
range, it performs a handover to the GPRS access
network. Packet losses at the MT are experienced
in this stage in the order of tenths of packets. They
are due to the time gap required to complete the
necessary routing update operations in the home
network GW. During the subsequent GPRS access
stage, the packet delay along this route increases to
the high delay values typical of GPRS channels.
Subsequently, we have the GPRS to WiFi handover stage. The behavior of this stage is rather
complex since we can distinguish three diﬀerent
time intervals, as can be seen in the Fig. 6. The
peak in the network end-to-end delay is due to a
sudden consumption of computing resources and
should not be taken into account. We observe that
the MT still receives UDP packets from the GPRS
tunnel for a time lapse, marking the actual end of
the handover stage. Only after that does the packet
delay fall back to the lower WiFi values. The goal

of optimized handover procedures should be to
shorten the overall duration of the GPRS to WiFi
handover, while avoiding unstable (ping-pong)
behavior. It is otherwise possible that when the
MT comes to a domain boundary it would indeﬁnitely perform quick handovers back and forth between the two access networks.
The last transient concluding the GPRS to WiFi
handover procedure is characterized by oscillations
in the packets delays, as shown in Fig. 7. In fact, a
soft heterogeneous system handover is performed,
i.e., for a brief period the MT receives IP packets
from both WiFi and GPRS access interfaces. Therefore, as they experience diﬀerent RTT (round trip
times) delays, packets are not received in sequential
order. In particular, late packets are those coming
from the GPRS tunnel that have been forwarded
by the GW on the GPRS tunnel. Note that as a soft
handover has been performed no packet losses will
be experienced by the MT in this stage.
5.2. Loss measurements
Test results, shown in Fig. 8, are taken at diﬀerent values of the RTT between the MT and its
WiFi domainÕs GW, as well as varying the beacon
interval duration, that is the time between two
consecutive WiFi beacon packets. If compared to
a standard WiFi handover, handover towards
GPRS has a longer duration because of the time
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necessary for the MT to detect that the current
position is outside the radio boundaries of its
home WiFi domain. We call this delay: alert delay,
(Ad). As shown in Fig. 8, packet losses are directly
proportional to the values of RTT along the
GPRS path and increase as the Bi duration increases. We have to stress that, in comparison to
the ordinary WiFi to WiFi handover (see [35]),
WiFi to GPRS system handover causes a larger
number of packet losses. This is mainly due to
the fact that the alert delay must be greater than
the beacon delay, to keep the MT from misjudging the ordinary delay of WiFi intra-system handovers as a lack of connectivity due to exit from the
WiFi domain boundaries.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a QoS framework
which extends existing QoS standards from IETF,
ETSI, I-TUT, to focalize on the new scenario of
an integrated heterogeneous system. In this context
a comprehensive QoS framework should be specifically designed in order to address seamless mobility/session continuity features of a given
environment. We started our analysis from an actual reference scenario and as a result proposed a
layered model for mobile quality of service. This
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model proposes abstraction of the many underlaying access technologies, whose technical QoS
implementation details are hidden in the lower layers. The proposed framework easily allows metering and comparison the level of support for
seamless mobility that a wireless IP access environment, possibly heterogeneous, is actually providing. We believe that, in order to achieve wide-area
wireless seamless mobility, it is mandatory to ﬁrst
cope with deﬁnition of interoperable mobile-QoS
support features. These include mobile routing
and paging services but, also, a smart and convenient way to seamlessly switch, from time to time, to
the most appropriate wireless access path, and related access interface, based on the current application context and user-speciﬁed policies.
A case study has been discussed, consisting of an
example framework we designed and implemented
to enable wireless/mobile IP user experience service
continuity while moving in a heterogeneous wireless access environments. The access systems, consisting of 802.11b disjoint areas inside a GPRS
network, have very diﬀerent characteristics in
terms of bandwidth and, what is more, present only
a transport facility to the upper layers. Performance measures show that a service degradation occurs in terms of packet losses and delay when the
MT moves from the WiFi access domain to
the GPRS access domain. This is basically due to
the bandwidth mismatch between the two environments and could be improved by appropriate setting of certain timers. Despite that, access
continuity is preserved. As a natural extension of
our work we are currently running tests to study
the scalability of the proposed system. We also plan
to approach the problem of making applications
aware of the currently used network interface in order to adapt, if possible. We believe this is an
important requirement, in order to let all these IP
access technologies act as a unique infrastructure.
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